3. Alizey Khan, *Aureole 1*, acrylic
5. Alyson Burns, *Paint Brush*, steel
8. Christina Rodino, *Regal Self Portrait*
9. Crystal King, *The Tree*, print
10. Crystal King, *Wanting and Trying to Give*, wire, tissue paper
13. Chase Greiser, *john*, digital color print
15. Cara Fischer, *Bonaroo Poster*, sharpie
16. Denny Donahue, *Green II*, oil
17. Emily Stein, *Tara*, gelatin silver print
23. Hannah Reed, *Bush*, black magic liquid emulsion print
24. Jesse Shannon, *Damien Dreams*, charcoal on canvas
25. Justin Brewer-Golightly, *Only, Only, Only*, oil
27. James Wine, *Cat Lady*, acrylic and oil
29. John Jamison, *Bag Lunch*, Bronze
31. JP Shepard, *Gallery Bench*, wood, metal
32. Katie Nocella, *Boy and Bed*, oil paint and embroidery floss
33. Katie Nocella, *Life of a Peach*, peach skin, leaves, acrylic, wood, string
34. Kelly MacDonald, *On my person...*, acrylic
35. Kate Majike, *Jumping Sheep*, digital photography
37. Kari McCormack, *Steel Slumber*, metal
39. Kathleen Saunders, Silkscapes, van dyke brown on silk
41. Lauren Hollek, *The Polaroid Kidd’s “untitled #12”: Study in Oil*, oil
42. Laura Volkening, *Mother*, print and colored pencil
43. Lucius Nelson, *Frogs and Tadpoles*, Collage
44. Lucius Nelson, *Found in the Streets of Columbia and Charleston*, oil
45. Laura Lindsay, *Jumbo Film*, steel
46. Maggie David, *Bird on Branch*, dead bird/branch/paper/frame
47. Megan Leger, *From out of the darkness I come*, charcoal
48. Meghan Proctor, *Grandma’s Foot*, charcoal
49. Nina Raheja, *When confronted with diversity proceed to the nearest exit*
50. Nikki Scioscia, *Gronlandic Edit*, oil and acrylic and glitter glue
52. Nicole Jones, *Magpie, Magpie*, wood, steel, fabric, found objects
54. Paul Kim, *Big Monster*, acrylic
55. Rachel Ekdahl, *Pears*, gelatin silver print
56. Rachel Ekdahl, *Body Art*, gelatin silver print
57. Sarah Harris, *Ezekiel Chapter One*, oil
58. Susanna Brylawski, *DC Kids*, oil
59. Susanna Brylawski, *Me*
60. Sam Erler, *Self Portrait #1*, oil
61. Sabrina Jeffcoat, *Time out*, mixed media
62. Stuart Grant, *untitled*, graphite on paper
63. Stephanie Satterfield, *Wooden Form*, wood
64. Sage Graham, *Is it weak because it demands to be broken?*
65. Sage Graham, *It fades in on itself*
67. Virginia Prioleau, *Burnt Out*, mixed media
68. Virginia Prioleau, *Yacht Club Joiner*, photo
69. Wyatt Todd, *Morrocan Relaxing*, oil paint
70. Zachariah Collins, *Between Trees*, oil on layered birch panel